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In this work, we give sufficient conditions for the uniform boundedness of
solutions of a class of retarded functional differential equations with impulse ef-
fects acting on variable times (we write impulsive RFDEs, for short). We employ
the theory of generalized ordinary differential equations (we write generalized
ODEs, for short) to obtain our result.

Let Rn be the n-dimensional Euclidean space with norm |·| and R+ = [0,+∞).
Let [a, b] ⊂ R. We denote by G−([a, b],Rn) the space of left continuous regu-

lated functions f : [a, b]→ Rn equipped with the usual supremum norm.
Let t0 ≥ 0 and r > 0. Given a function y ∈ G−([t0 − r,+∞),Rn), we consider

yt ∈ G−([−r, 0],Rn) defined, as usual, by yt(θ) = y(t + θ) for θ ∈ [−r, 0] and
t ∈ [t0,+∞). We consider the impulsive RFDE{

ẏ (t) = f (yt, t) , t 6= τk(y(t)), t ≥ t0,
∆y (t) = Ik (y (t)) , t = τk(y(t)), k = 0, 1, 2, . . . , (1)

subject to the initial condition
yt0 = φ, (2)

where φ ∈ G−([−r, 0],Rn). We assume that f maps each pair (ϕ, t) ∈ G−([−r, 0],Rn)×
[t0,+∞) to Rn, for k = 0, 1, 2, . . ., Ik maps Rn to itself and τk maps Rn to (t0,+∞).
Moreover

∆y (t) := y (t+)− y (t−) = y (t+)− y (t) ,

for any t ≥ t0.
We assume that f : G−([−r, 0],Rn)× [t0,+∞)→ Rn is such that for every y ∈

G−([t0 − r,+∞),Rn), t 7→ f (yt, t) is locally Lebesgue integrable on t ∈ [t0,+∞).
We require that the indefinite integral of f and the operators Ik, for k =

0, 1, 2, . . ., satisfy Carathéodory and Lipschitz-type properties. See [2].
We assume that the surfaces τk, k = 0, 1, 2, . . ., are continuous functions,

τ0(x) ≡ t0 < τ1(x) < τ2(x) < . . ., for each x ∈ Rn, and τk(x) → +∞ as k → +∞
uniformly on x ∈ Rn. We also assume that the integral curves of system (1)-(2)
meet successively each hypersurface S1, S2, . . . a finite number of times, where
Sk = {(t, x) ∈ [t0,+∞)× Rn : t = τk(x)}, for k = 1, 2, . . ..

In [2], M. Federson and Š. Schwabik proved that RFDEs subject to pre-assigned
moments of impulse effects satisfying the conditions above can be identified with
a certain class of generalized ODEs. With some adaptations, it is possible to show
that RFDEs subject to variable moments of impulse effects satisfying the condi-
tions above can be identified with a certain class of generalized ODEs too.

Let y : [t0 − r,+∞) → Rn be the solution of the initial value problem (1)-(2).
We write y(t) = y(t, t0, φ).



The solution y(t) = y(t, t0, φ) of system (1)-(2) is said to be uniformly bounded, if
for every α > 0, there exists M = M(α) > 0 such that if ‖φ‖ < α, then |y(t)| < M ,
for every t ≥ t0.

By means of Lyapunov functionals and because impulsive RFDEs can be re-
garded as generalized ODEs, we obtain the following result.

Theorem 1. Consider system (1)-(2). Let U : [t0,+∞)×G−([−r, 0],Rn)→ R be left
continuous on (t0,+∞) and assume that U satisfies the following conditions:

(i) U(t, 0) = 0, t ∈ [t0,+∞);

(ii) For each a > 0, there is a constant Ka > 0 such that

|U(t, ψ)− U(t, ψ)| ≤ Ka‖ψ − ψ‖, t ∈ [t0,+∞), ψ, ψ ∈ Ba;

(iii) There is a monotone increasing function b : R+ → R+, such that b(0) = 0,
b(s)→ +∞ as s→ +∞ and

U(t, ψ) ≥ b(‖ψ‖),

for all t ≥ t0 and for all ψ ∈ G−([−r, 0],Rn);

(iv) Given t ≥ t0 and ψ ∈ G−([−r, 0],Rn), for the solution y : [t − r,+∞) → Rn of
(1) satisfying the initial condition yt = yt(t, ψ) = ψ, the inequality

D+U(t, ψ) ≤ 0

holds.

Then the solution y(t) = y(t, t0, φ) of system (1)-(2) is uniformly bounded.

The proof of the previous theorem is presented in [1], Theorem 5.4.
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